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ABSTRACT 

 
As unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) remote sensing 

technology has advanced, providing unprecedented 

resolution, crop status at the individual plant level has 

become popular. Often plant detection is performed using 

high resolution RGB cameras that utilize algorithms and 

machine learning methods centered around trained pixel 

patterns of object textures. Similar methods with UAS 

LiDAR are not as explored considering their more recent 

UAS adaptation and the significantly larger price tag. 

Methods that have been created center around individual tree 

detection using crown delineations utilizing the height 

information and local maximum filtering. This study explores 

if this methodology can be used in a similar way for crops 

such as maize.  

Index Terms— Crop detection, UAS, LiDAR, Machine 

Learning 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Precision farming has rapidly been adapting unmanned 

aircraft systems (UAS) remote sensing methods as sensors, 

platforms, and software have advanced and become more 

practical and accessible [1]. With the ability to fly close to the 

ground with high-resolution cameras, UAV remote sensing 

allows for more detailed information about the plant structure 

and surrounding textures such the bare soil to be better 

represented. Common methods of crop detection using 

passive sensors include thresholding and machine learning 

methods such as deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) 
[3]. 

Individual crop detection utilizing UAS LiDAR has yet to be 

seen. This is mainly due to the very recent UAS adaptation 

with the decreased size and weight of LiDAR sensors [2]. 

Additionally, LiDAR is still more expensive than their 

passive counterparts and requires more expert knowledge to 

process the data.  However, LiDAR’s depth information tends 

to provide better plant characterization as the signal of this 

active sensor is able to penetrate through gaps in the 

vegetation allowing for more information within and under 

the canopy [4]. Studies have used this advantage to discover 

canopy densities that can be related to LAI [5] or measure 

tree trunk diameters in forestry [6]. This ability to provide 

structural information throughout the vertical extent of the 

vegetation, rather than just top surface textures, opens 

alternative avenues for individual crop detection. 

LiDAR individual detection concerning the environment has 

only been applied in forestry applications [1]. The most used 

method of individual tree detection using airborne LiDAR is 

with the local maximum filtering (LMF) algorithm [1]. This 

study attempts to apply the LMF methods to maize to assess 

the potential of these methods within crop monitoring. 

2. METHODS 

 

2.1. Study Area 

 

The study was conducted at the PhenoRob Central 

Experiment at Campus Klein-Altendorf (CKA) in Germany. 

The flight was conducted on July 20th near the middle of the 

growth stages of maize. The maize experiment area was 

segmented from the rest of the CKA point cloud for the 

analysis performed. 

 

Figure 1. (a) Aerial overhead nadir image of the maize plot 

used for the study. (b) Ground image of the side profile of the 

maize crops of interest. 

 

2.2 Equipment 

 

A YellowScan Surveyor LiDAR was used onboard a DJI 

Matrice 600 pro hexicopter UAS. The LiDAR is composed 

of a Velodyne LiDAR puck for sending and receiving the 
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light signal, inertial measuring units (IMU) for sensor 

orientation, global navigation satellite system (GPS) for 

sensor locations, and an onboard computer where the sensor 

information is combined and synchronized. A Septentrio 

NR3 GNSS was used as a base station to provide the needed 

data of PPK georeferencing of the scanned scene. The UAS 

was flown in a cross hatch flight profile with scan overlaps of 

50% at scan angles of 18%. The flight altitude was 50 meters 

above ground level and the speed was 5 m/s. 

2.3 Data Processing  

 

YellowScan’s CloudStation software specific to their LiDAR 

systems was used to produce the 3D point cloud from the 

puck recording where each flight scan is registered with one 

another. During this process the data point cloud is also 

georeferenced using a precise point positioning solution 

(PPP) from a smooth best estimated trajectory file (SBET) 

created with the UAS LiDAR trajectory files and Applanix’s 

POSPac software [6]. 

After preprocessing, the ground was classified and segmented 

using the cloth simulation filter (CSF) method [7]. This is 

needed in order to normalize the height of the point cloud by 

creating a raster of the ground heights, referred to as a digital 

terrain mode (DTM). The DTM was subtracted from the point 

cloud heights.   

Figure 2. Height side profile of a segmented section of the 3D 

point cloud within the scanned maize location. This serves to 

show how the width and leaf density of each maize crop is 

greater around its base and mid-section while becoming 

narrower toward the top. 

Once the heights are known, the minimum and maximum 

heights to be considered can be adjusted by adjusting the 

points of interest. The LMF filter was then employed using 

an R package, lidR. A smoothing window size 

parametrization was changed and chosen based on what 

produced the best results. 

Assessment of the detection performance was done using the 

method used in the study with Mohan et al. 2021. The 

formulas used can be seen below (1)-(3). These results 

include recall (r) with true positive (TP) and false positive 

(FP), precision (p) using TP and false positive (FP), and F-

score (F) [1]. 

r= TP/(TP+FN)                                                              (1) 

 

p=TP/(TP+FP)                                                               (2) 

 

F= 2*r*p/(r+p)                                                               (3) 

 

3. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

 

The detection results can be visualized in a 3D environment 

with the detections represented by 3D spheres above the 3D 

point clouds of the crops as seen in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. 3D view of the maize plot area with the red 3D 

spheres on the top identifying each individual maize crop. 

The resulting performance of the LMF method used was a F-

score of approximately 0.7. The results of the LMF method 

used resulted in good accuracy although it might be 

considered slightly lower than with other studies in forestry 
[1]. It could be possible to improve the results with the 

collection parameters used. With lower flight altitudes, 

slower speeds, higher overlap, or a different scan angle could 

increase the point density, detail, and overall plant 

characterization.  

With the ability to count the individual crops, yield estimation 

can automatically be derived [8]. Knowing how many seeds 

were planted beforehand, the emergence rate can be 

computed [8]. Emergence uniformity can also be monitored 

considering that the spatial density of the plant detection can 

be inspected. Knowing the count and location of each plant, 

stresses and diseases affecting the field can be assessed more 

precisely. 

4. CONCLUSION 

 

This study proves there is potential in using LMF methods, 

commonly used in forestry, with UAS LIDAR to detect 

individual crops such as maize. Theoretically, it is possible to 

improve the results with improved data collection parameters. 

Whether this can also be applied to other crops or other 

collection methods, such as structure from motion (SfM), still 

needs to be researched. However, the results thus far have 

proven to be comparable to other studies in forestry. 
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